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14 Reports - Natural Environment
14.1

Nominations for Council Representation on Banksia Road and
Boomerang Road Sand Mine Consultative Group

DECLARATION OF INTEREST:
There were no declarations of interest declared.
SUMMARY:
In March 2019, Hanson Construction Materials Pty Ltd formally requested (see
Attachment A) the appointment of a City of Kwinana representative to a seven member
Community Consultation Group as per the Community Consultation Program (see
Attachment B) to guide sand mine operations at the Banksia Road Rifle Range and the
Boomerang Road sites respectively.
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION:
That Council authorise the CEO to advise Hanson Construction Materials Pty Ltd of the
following:
a.
b.

c.

The City maintains its long standing opposition to sand mining at Boomerang
Road and the Banksia Road Rifle Range.
The Community Consultation Program (CCP) as per Attachment B, be reviewed
once required approvals for both sites have been granted (including clearing
permits, works approvals and federal approvals) . The CCP is to have regard to
the most up to date information and approvals requirements relevant to the site
and be submitted to the City of Kwinana for formal adoption.
The City of Kwinana will only consider the appointment of a representative to the
Community Consultative Group once (b) is achieved.

DISCUSSION:
Background
In August 2015 Rocla (the mining tenement holder at the time) presented to Council the
Community Consultation Program for the Banksia Road and Boomerang Road sand
projects (see Attachment C).
The presentation sought to outline to Council the key issues and management strategies
arising from sandmining at both sites and the purpose of the Community Consultative
Group that is required as part of the Mining proposal approved by the WA government in
April 2016.
At the Ordinary Council Meeting of 8 August 2018, Council reiterated its long standing
opposition to the sand mining proposal at Lot 53 and Lot 1320 Banksia Road and
endorsed the City submission on the Publication of Preliminary Documentation under the
Environment Protection Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), as per the
Public Notice dated 27 July 2018. Council’s submission strongly opposed Hanson
Construction Materials Pty Ltd’s (Hanson Construction) application to clear 16.25ha of
very good to excellent condition Banksia Woodland, now listed as Endangered under the
EPBC Act for the purposes of the mining operation.
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This opposition was due to the unacceptable nature of the impacts on conservation
significant fauna, Threatened Ecological Communities (TECs) and Matters of National
Environmental Significance (MNES).
Following the City’s submission to the Department of Energy and Environment (DoEE) in
August 2018, City Officers identified a Tumulus Mound Spring TEC located adjacent to
the Banksia Road Rifle Range site. This TEC was not considered in the assessment of
mining impacts by the WA Department of Mines (DMIRS), as the groundwater impact
modelling for the TEC had not been undertaken. The Tumulus Mound Spring TEC has
been recorded by the State government who subsequently provided the information to the
Federal government as confirmation of this new finding.
At the time of preparing this report, the DoEE had completed its assessment of the EPBC
referral and sent it back to the proponent (Hanson Constructions) for more information
regarding the impact on the Tumulus Mound Spring TEC. It is understood that the
assessment will not progress to the stage of determination until such time as the DoEE is
satisfied that all issues have been effectively considered.
At the Ordinary Council Meeting of 12 December 2018, Council considered an application
to amend a Clearing Permit (CPS4935/2) for Extractive Industry (sand mining) on
Boomerang Road, Oldbury (Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale). Council resolved to provide
a submission to the amendment that clearly articulated its lack of support for the removal
of native vegetation in this location and its objection to the amendment of conditions
sought by the applicant. This position was taken on the basis that together with the
Banksia Road Rifle Range site, the two sites provide a valuable foraging and roosting
habitat for two species of federally protected Black Cockatoos.
The amended Clearing Permit conditions were subsequently approved by the Department
of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER). Council has now appealed the decision
and is meeting with the Appeals Convenor to state its case in early June 2019.
Consideration of Hanson Construction Request
Hanson Construction is seeking to commence mining operations at both the Banksia
Road Rifle Range and Boomerang Road sites and in doing so is seeking to establish a
Community Consultative Group required as part of the approved Mining proposal;
to provide feedback from the community on the company’s operations and keep the
community informed of developments on the site. As part of the group’s responsibilities,
the members will monitor the effectiveness of initiatives to manage any potential impacts
on the community and the environment. This will include the use of dedicated transport
routes designed to keep trucks away from most residential areas. (page 3 of Community
Consultation Program - see Attachment B)
The Community Consultative Group is one of the key initiatives identified in the
Community Consultation Program (the Program) that has been prepared to cover both
projects in order to meet SAT conditions (relevant to Boomerang Road) in the following
terms “The plan shall feature but not be limited to, formation of a committee comprising of
the relevant landowner (Rocla), community representatives from the Shire of Serpentine
Jarrahdale and the City of Kwinana and government agency representatives, terms of
reference for the committee and the frequency of meetings. Once approved the plan is to
be implemented in its entirety”.
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In addition to establishing the Community Consultative Group, the Program seeks to
•
guide the preparation and circulation of accurate and objective information on the
project;
•
provide transparent engagement with community;
•
engage with local and state government;
•
provide ongoing community involvement in monitoring operations; and
•
establish a complaints and enquiries register.
There is a suggestion in the Program that Council has agreed to the concept of one
Program and one Community Consultative Group to address the issues in the two
projects. More specifically, the issues identified include traffic safety, noise levels, dust
emissions, visual impacts, groundwater management, environmental management and
rehabilitation strategies, and a program to remove the lead bullets and clay targets from
the Banksia Road Rifle Range site.
Whilst the Program was presented at a Councillor Forum in 2015, there is no record of
Council resolving to adopt the Community Consultation Program.
Hanson have requested Council to consider the appointment of a representative to the
Community Consultative Group. In considering this request, City Officers recommend
that Council defer consideration of such an appointment until such time as:
•

•

The approvals relevant to each of the sites are resolved to the extent that
enables sand mining operations to commence (this includes all subsequent
approvals that may be required). Establishing a Community Consultative Group
prior to these approvals being in place is premature.
The Community Consultation Program is updated to reflect all issues arising
from the approvals processes (including the Tumulus Mound Spring TEC) and is
adopted by Council.

LEGAL/POLICY IMPLICATIONS:
For the purpose of Councillors considering a financial or impartiality interest only, the
proponent is Hanson Construction Materials.
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
The Community Consultation Program, as drafted, outlines that all costs borne by the
Community Consultative Group members will be met by Hanson Construction.
ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
There are no asset management implications arising from the consideration of a Council
representative for a Community Consultative Group as outlined in this report. That being
said, the City has been actively managing the site over the last 15-20 years. The
potential commencement of any sand mining operations at this site will result in a loss of
this asset to the City of Kwinana.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS:
The consideration of Council representative on the Community Consultative Committee
suggests that all approvals have been achieved to commence sand mine operations.
The Banksia Road Rifle Range site contains very good to excellent Banksia Woodland
and the site abuts a Tumulus Mound Spring that is also in good to excellent condition.
Banksia Woodlands of the Swan Coastal Plan and the Tumulus Mound Spring are
currently listed as Threatened Ecological Communities under the EPBC Act.
STRATEGIC/SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
This proposal will support the achievement of the following outcome and objectives
detailed in the Strategic Community Plan.
Plan
Strategic Community Plan

Outcome
A beautiful natural
environment

Objective
3.1 Improve conservation or
biodiversity and protection of native
vegetation whilst achieving high levels
of environmental protection in new
development
3.2 Educate and promote improved
environmental land management

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
Since the presentation of the Community Consultation Program by Rocla to Council in
2015, there has been no community consultation by the proponent on the mining and
clearing proposals relevant to the Banksia Road Rifle Range site and even more recently
there has been no consultation with Council in regards to the amended conditions being
sought for the Boomerang Road site.
PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS
The proposal has the potential to negatively impact on the following determinants of
health •
Built Environment – Environmental Quality; Neighbourhood Amenity.
RISK IMPLICATIONS:
The risk implications in relation to this proposal are as follows:
Risk Event
Risk Theme

Community Consultative Group is formulated without
City of Kwinana Representation
Inadequate engagement practices
Inadequate environmental management
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Risk Effect/Impact

Risk Assessment
Context
Consequence
Likelihood

People/Health
Environment
Reputation
Compliance
Property
Strategic
Major
Almost certain

Rating (before treatment)

High

Risk Treatment in place

Avoid - remove cause of risk

Response to risk
treatment required/in
place
Rating (after treatment)

Defer consideration of request until all approvals are
in place and the Community Consultation Program is
adopted by Council.
Moderate

COUNCIL DECISION
465
MOVED CR P FEASEY

SECONDED CR S LEE

That Council authorise the CEO to advise Hanson Construction Materials Pty Ltd of
the following:
a.
b.

c.

The City maintains its long standing opposition to sand mining at
Boomerang Road and the Banksia Road Rifle Range.
The Community Consultation Program (CCP) as per Attachment B, be
reviewed once required approvals for both sites have been granted
(including clearing permits, works approvals and federal approvals) . The
CCP is to have regard to the most up to date information and approvals
requirements relevant to the site and be submitted to the City of Kwinana
for formal adoption. This would also apply in the event that only one site is
granted all approvals necessary to commence sand mine operations.
The City of Kwinana will only consider the appointment of a representative
to the Community Consultative Group once (b) is achieved.
CARRIED
8/0

NOTE – That the Officer Recommendation has been amended at point b to ensure
that if one of the sites did get approvals and the other did not, the City
requirements will still apply.

ATTACHMENT A

"'Hanson
HEIDELBERGCEMENTGroup

18 March 2019
Hanson Construction Materials Pty Ltd
ABN 90 009 679 784

Mayor Carol Adams
,
City of
PO BOX 21
Kwinana WA 6966

eana
m

PO BOX 187
Victoria Park WA 6979

_

85 Great Eastern Highway
Riven/ale WA 6103
Tel
Fax

+61893118811
+6189472 3126

www.hanson.com.au

Dear Carol,

As requested, have attached a copy of the Community Consultation Plan for the Rifle
Range and Oldbury sand projects. This was the pian which was presented to the council in
August 2015 (the PowerPoint presentation is attached) and incorporated in the Mining
Proposal approved by the WA Government in April 2016.
I

The key elements of the plan are listed below —
1. The appointment of a seven-member consultation group representing the City of
Kwinana, the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, a resident from each local authority
district and Hanson Construction Materials with an independent chairman and a
secretary administrator provided by Hanson.

The group will consider 0 traffic safety
0 noise levels

—

and the use of prescribed transport routes for heavy vehicles

0 dust emissions
0
o
0
0

visual impacts on the surrounding neighbourhood
groundwater management
environmental management and rehabilitation strategies
a program to remove lead bullets and clay targets from the former rifle range area

The company will document the complaints and questions — and the management
response to the complaints - as part of an annual compliance audit. The audit will
consider all aspects of the consultation.
As I mentioned at our last meeting, we would like the Kwinana City Council to consider
appointing a representative to the committee. Please let me know if you would like to
discuss the proposal in more detail.

Regar s,

Vern Newton
Development Manager
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Rocla Quarry Products
Oldbury and Wellard Sand Projectts
Community Consultation Programs

for
The Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale

and the City of KWinana
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Oldbury and Wei/0rd Sand Projects

1.0

Summary

The following community program has been drawn up by Rocla Quarry Products in consultation with the
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale and the City of Kwinana. The program will help to guide the planning and

development of two adjoining operations to produce construction industry sand for Perth’s southern
suburbs. Under the proposed consultation framework, the community will have

a

ro|e in identifying

potential issues and recommending strategies to resolve them.
The key initiatives include
The establishment of a consultative group
The preparation and circulation of accurate and objective information on the project

Transparent engagement with the community
Engagement with local and state government

Ongoing community involvement in monitoring the operations
A complaints and inquiries register.

The company and council representatives have agreed to the concept of one program and one

community consultation group to address issues in the two projects — on either side of Banskia Road,
Wellard. Some of the key issues to be addressed by the partnership include
0 traffic safety — and the use of prescribed transport routes for heavy vehicles

-

noise levels

dust emissions
visual impacts on the surrounding neighbourhood
00000

groundwater management
environmental management and rehabilitation strategies
a

program to remove lead bullets and clay targets from the former rifle range area.

The membership of the consultative group will include
An independent chairman, former WA Deputy Premier Hendy Cowan

One representative from each of the City of Kwinana and the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale

(with support from council officers, acting in
Two residents from neighbouring properties

a

Two representatives from Rocla
A

secretary-administrator (provided by Rocla).

technical advisory role)

”Gala

Oldbury and Wel/ard Sand Projects

2.0

Background

Roda Quarry Products is planning two projects in the Wellard and Oldbury areas south of Perth to

produce sand for the construction industry. The sand deposits are important strategic raw materials for
concrete production in Perth’s southern suburbs.

At present, most suitable sand has to be trucked in from Gingin or Lake Preston
kilometres away. The Rocla proposal will provide
and growing demand

—

a

—

more than 100

high quality resource close to an area of significant

reducing costs, emissions and transport risks. The two pits being planned by
for up to 10 years.

Rocla at Wellard and nearby Oldbury would provide the region’s needs

The Oldbury project in the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale has been approved with 37 conditions imposed
by the Shire Council and the State Administrative Tribunal. The conditions include a requirement for a

community consultative group — as part of a broader communication program.
The Wellard project is planned for an adjoining site in the City of Kwinana. The former rifle range on
Banksia Road is a granted

3

Mining Lease - and the Department of Mines and Petroleum will consider

a

detailed proposal for the development of an extraction operation in 2015.
The Rifle Range plans include the clean—up of lead bullets and clay target fragments as part of the sand

extraction operations

3.0

The consultation program

Rocla, in consultation with senior planning officers from the Serpentine Jarrahdale and Kwinana

Councils, has drawn up a framework for one community program to cover the two projects. The plan
was included in the SAT conditions in the following terms "The plan shallfeature but not be limited to,

formation of a committee comprising the relevant landowner (Roe/a), community representatives from
the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahda/e and City of Kwinana and government agency representatives, terms of
reference for the committee and the frequency of committee meetings. Once approved the plan is to be
implemented in its entirety. ”
The program will include the following key initiatives

3.1

The establishment of the consultative group

The group will work to provide feed-back from the community on the company’s operations and keep
the community informed of developments on the site. As part of the group’s responsibilities, the

members will monitor the effectiveness of initiatives to manage any potential impacts on the
community and the environment. This will include the use of dedicated transport routes designed to
keep trucks away from most residential areas.

ROG/a

Oldbury and Wellard Sand Projects

3.2

The preparation and circulation of accurate and objective
information on the project

Once project planning is complete, the company will distribute an information backgrounder on the

proposed development. The backgrounder will be delivered to residents living in the area bounded by
Mortimer, Banksia, Coyle, King, Miller and Woolcoot Roads. It will also be provided to other council,

government and community stakeholders
with activities at the operations.

3.3

as

part of an ongoing program to keep everyone up-to—date

Transparent engagement with the community

Apart from community liaison through the consultative group, Rocla will have a process in place to
respond promptly to any community issues — and to make sure local residents know what’s happening at

the sites and why. Importantly, company representatives will be available to talk one-on—one with
people who have concerns and questions

3.4

Engagement with local and State Government

Rocla has been working with Serpentine Jarrahdale and Kwinana councils to establish the framework

for

consultation with the community. In addition, the company will be accountable to state and local
authorities to meet a wide range of conditions on the projects. The company will also be required to
keep the regulators informed of any incidents or significant issues associated with the operations.

3.5

Ongoing community involvement in monitoring

Consultative Group members, neighbours and other stakeholders will be involved in the oversight of key
programs to manage community issues. Although the consultative group will not have a statutory role

to identify issues of concern,
recommend mitigation strategies and provide Rocla with feed-back on implications and community
impacts of the company’s operations. A summary of the key responsibilities of the consultative group is

in the assessment and regulatory processes, members will be encouraged
—

included in section 4.0

3.6

A complaints and

inquiries register

Boa/a
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The company will document the complaints and questions

—

and the management response to the

complaints as part of an annual compliance audit. The audit will consider all aspects of the consultation

framework.

4.0

Consultative group terms of reference

The consu|tative group has been proposed to establish

company

—

a dialogue between the community and the
through
consultation and goodwill. In this context the group
to try to resolve any local issues

will work to
0

—

ensure the community has the opportunity to be fully engaged and informed

0

review strategies to address community concerns and priorities

0

consider the potential impacts

-

discuss the results from the monitoring of operational impacts for

—

and their mitigation
—

traffic safety — and the use of prescribed transport routes for heavy vehicles

0

noise levels

dust emissions
visual impacts on the surrounding neighbourhood

OOOOO

groundwater management
environmental management and rehabilitation strategies
a program to remove lead bullets and clay targets from the former rifle range area

0
0

communicate community concerns and feed back to the company

0

communicate consultative group activities to the community

The consultative group will meet quarterly — or as frequently as the members decide. The members will
be free to raise and discuss any matters which are relevant to the operations

—

and pertinent to the local

community.
Rocla will meet all reasonable costs involved in running the consultative group. The company will
consider requests by the group for site visits - supervised by operations management - subject to safety
procedures and other operational requirements. Rocla will also consider requests for expert advice on

technical matters affecting the environment or the community.
The group will provide minutes of each meeting to its members, Kwinana and Serpentine Jarrahdale
local authorities and any other stakeholders.

will be the only person authorised to make media
statements on behalf of the consultative group or provide information to external stakeholders (such as
statutory authorities).

The chairman

—

or the chairman’s nominee

—

3001a
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5.0

Membership of the consultative group

The consultative group membership will include
—

An independent chairman, Dr Hendy Cowan

-

One representative from each of the City of Kwinana and the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale

-

Two residents from neighbouring properties

(with support from council officers, acting in
—

-

a

technical advisory role)

Two representatives from Rocla
A secretary—administrator (provided by Rocla)

5.1

Chairman

The Chairman will be Chancellor of Edith Cowan University and former Western Australian deputy

panel of potential nominees drawn up by
Rocla in consultation with Serpentine Jarrahdale Statutory Planning Manager Louise Hughes and

Premier Hendy Cowan. Mr Cowan has been appointed from

a

Kwinana City Council Planning and Development Manager Paul Neilson. Mr Cowan was the preferred

list of candidates discussed at a meeting between the company and the respective
planning managers on October 30 last year. Since then, Mr Cowan has accepted the company’s

choice from

a

invitation to chair the consultative group
He is one of Western Australia’s most respected community leaders. As a fully independent, high profile
and experienced chairman, he will have the task of ensuring that community concerns are understood
and addressed by the company.

5.2

Councils

Local authority representatives will be selected by the councils. If the councils choose elected
councillors, appropriate staff members would participate as advisers to the consultative group.

5.3

Local residents

The two residents’ representatives will be selected by the other five members of the consultative group

from volunteers who have nominated in response to a general community invitation circulated to
households in the area bounded by Mortimer, Banksia, Coyle, King, Miller and Woolcoot Roads. Stephen
Sturgeon, the coordinator of a neighbourhood interest group, will be invited to nominate.

Oldbury and WeI/ard Sand Projects

5.4

Roe/a

Rocla Quarry Products

Rocla’s Resource Manager Vern Newton and Community relations adviserJohn Nayton will represent

the company. In addition, Rocla will cover the cost of a secretary administrator.

5.5

State Government

Relevant State Government departments, such as the Department of Mines and Petroleum, the

Department of Environmental Regulation and the Department of Water, will be invited to participate as
advisors to the group.

6.0

Opportunities for Review

The group’s terms of reference and operating framework will be reviewed at the first meeting to

consider any modifications. The activities of the group will be reviewed after the project's first
compliance audit to consider any proposed changes to the framework in the light of at least one year's
experience.
For more information contact John Nayton, Communications Consultant to Rocla Quarry Products

422 414 983 iohn@naytoncommunication.com

P
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Rocla Quarry Products

2008 MVARD RECIPIENT

Community consultation Program
Presentation by WA Resources and

Development Manager Vern Newton

August 10, 2015

The Company

”a013‘.

-

Rocla was established in Western Australia in the early 19803.

-

The company produces construction industry sand products for the
Perth metropolitan and Peel regions

-

In

addition, Rocla has developed some of Western Australia’s

leading land rehabilitation technology — working with Kings Park
Plant Science.

GOLDEN GIECKO
Awards for Environmental Excellence

2008 AWARD RECIPIENT

Project background

Boo/A

Wellard Rifle Range is a granted mining lease

Adjoins the Oldbury project approved by Serpentine Jarrahdale
Shire and State Govt
Detailed proposals for Rifle Range being considered by Minister

Projects will address a shortage of construction industry

resources around Perth
Sand for southern suburbs is currently sourced from Ellenbrook

or Lake Preston
Wellard and Oldbury production will save transport of1.7 million

kilometres a year.
GOLDEN GIECKO
Awards for Environmental Excellence

2008 AWARD RI:L(.IH"IF.NT

Key issues and Management

Key issues and management

Boa/a

Transport — Use of a dedicated route
Similar strategies have been used successfully at other projects
Operations will be subject to a road maintenance agreement
d
T.

(Ga-@MDIEN

M

(GECKQ

Awards for Em’ircnmemul Excellerzc:

2008 M YARD

RILLZH’i ECN’I'

Rifle range clean-up

Rocla‘"

Water Table

-

Rocla will remove potential contaminants during operations

-

Bullets and target fragments will go to approved disposal sites

-

Without removal, the material could pollute ground water

-

Clean up work will virtually eliminate risks

The consultative group will be briefed regularly on the operation
.,

m

GOLDEN GIECKD
Awards for Environmental Excellence

2008 AWARD RECIPIENT

and monitoring

Other key issues and management strategies
0

Noise

—

ROG/A

Use of modern equipment, bund walls and natural contours

(operating hours 7 am to 5 pm Mon-Sat)
0

Dust — Water sprays, dust suppressants, mulch, road design and

barrier fencing
-

Ground water - Controlled excavation depths, monitoring and

measurements
-

Flora and Fauna

—

Mapping, surveys, habitat studies, retention of

some vegetation.
-

Rehabilitation

GOLDEN GIECIKO
Awards for Envxronmenta] Excellenc

2008 AWARD RECII’IEN'I

—

in partnership with Kings Park Plant Science

Community consultative group
-

Proposal submitted to councils on April 24

-

One group for the two adjoining projects

-

Roles and responsibilities
—-

Identify potential issues

—

Recommend management strategies

—

Discuss any transport, noise, dust and other potential impacts

—

Review environmental management programs

—

Communicate neighbourhood concerns to the company

—

Provide feed-back to the community

GQILDIEN GIECKO
Awar

5

‘

Roe/a

f0: E nmronmcntal Exceilence

2008 AWARD RECII’M‘ZNI'

‘*

Consultative Group Membership and participants
-

”0013‘

Independent Chairman Hendy Cowan, Chancellor - Edith Cowan
University

-

A member from each of Kwinana and Serpentine Jarrahdale Councils

-

Two representatives from the neighbourhood

-

Two representatives from the company

In

support —

-

A secretary administrator provided by Rocla

-

Technical staff from the councils

-

Government advisers (as required)

GQILHEIEN GJECIKO

Awar' ,:x for m ‘1r0 nmemal Excellenc c

200$ AWARD RliCll‘HiN l‘

Roe/3"
Rocla Quarry Products
Community consultation Program

Development Manager Vern Newton

August 10, 2015

We’re happy to answer any questions

"'

TM

GOLDEN GIECK‘O
Awards fur Envxrom'nemal Excrllcnce
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